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Abstract. Metastatic temporal bone tumors are rare, and tend 
to be asymptomatic. The clinical symptoms consist of aural 
discharge, bleeding, hearing loss and facial nerve paresis. The 
most common origin of the metastasis is breast cancer, and 
other sites of the primary tumor include the thyroid gland, 
brain, lungs, prostate and blood. Clinical reports of hearing 
loss due to gastric cancer metastatic to temporal bone are rare. 
In the present study, a case of gastric cancer metastasis to 
temporal bone without other organ involvement is described. 
The patient presented with the symptom of hearing loss, and 
the metastatic tumor was diagnosed by radiological imaging, 
including magnetic resonance imaging, computed tomography 
and bone scan.

Introduction

Despite a significant decline in its incidence and mortality in 
the past century (1), gastric cancer remains the fourth most 
common type of cancer, and the second leading cause of 
cancer-associated mortalities worldwide (2). In China, the 
majority of gastric cancer cases are diagnosed as metastatic 
or recurrent gastric cancer, which generally involves the liver, 

lung, bone and abdominal cavity, and in 2008 the five-year 
survival rate was <5% (3). The incidence of primary carci-
noma in the temporal bone has been previously reported to be 
1/2,000 (4,5), while metastatic tumors in this organ are less 
common than primary tumors (2). In the present study, a rare 
case of hearing loss as a consequence of metastasis of gastric 
cancer to temporal bone without the involvement of other 
organs is reported.

Case report

In April 2014, a 55-year-old male was diagnosed with gastric 
cancer at The Affiliated Jiangyin Hospital of Southeast Univer-
sity Medical College (Jiangyin, China). The patient underwent 
radical total gastrectomy, and the histopathological diagnosis 
was gastric adenocarcinoma (Figs. 1 and 2). Immunohis-
tochemistry demonstrated positive staining for cytokeratin 
(CK)7, CK8/18, CK20 and CKAE1/AE3, and negative staining 
for human epidermal growth factor receptor (Her)-2, P53 and 
vimentin. The patient was next subjected to postoperative 
chemotherapy, which consisted of six cycles of combination 
chemotherapy with oxaliplatin (135 mg/m2 on day 1 by intra-
venous (iv) infusion), epirubicin (EPI)-adriamycin (ADM) 
(50 mg/m2 on day 1) and 5-fluorouracil (FU) (375-425 mg/m2 
on days 1-5 via iv infusion). Concomitant palliative radio-
therapy was administered to the gastric tumor bed and local 
lymphatic drainage area, with a total dose of 45 Gy/25 F. 
Bone scan (Symbia T16, Siemens AG, Munich, Germany) and 
abdominal computed tomography (CT) (Brilliance-64, Philips 
Healthcare, DA Best, The Netherlands) were performed as 
part of the regular follow-up. The patient experienced hearing 
loss 11 months later, and was admitted to the Department 
of Otolaryngology of The Affiliated Jiangyin Hospital of 
Southeast University Medical College for a full evaluation of 
the ear. Physical examination indicated normal external audi-
tory canal and tympanic membrane. Bone conduction pure 
tone audiometry revealed mild (35 dB) loss of sensor neural 
hearing on the left side. Bone scan demonstrated uptake in the 
left temporal bone (Figs. 3 and 4). CT and magnetic resonance 
imaging (MRI) (Achieva 3.0T, Philips Healthcare) of the 
brain identified an enhancing lesion in the left petrous apex 
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(Figs. 5 and 6, respectively). Previous patients who were clini-
cally diagnosed with metastasis to the temporal bone received 
radiotherapy with a total dose of 60 Gy for the treatment of the 
tumor mass (6). Therefore, this treatment was also applied to 
the patient of the present case report, who is currently under 
treatment and has been under observation for one year.

Discussion

Gastric cancer is one of the most common types of cancer 
worldwide (2). A significant number of patients with gastric 
cancer experience recurrence following radical gastrec-
tomy (7). According to Baiocchi et al (8), the most frequent 
sites of recurrence were the local/regional lymph nodes 
(35.4%), liver (24.3%), peritoneum (30.3%), lung (10.4%) and 
intralumen (7.5%). A small number of cases of metastasis to 
unusual sites such as skin, mouth and leptomeninges have 
been previously reported (9-11). Previous reports of hearing 
loss due to metastasis of gastric cancer are infrequent (2,6). 
Ohno et al (12) and Kim et al (13) reported cases of metastasis 
of gastric cancer to meningeal carcinoma, which resulted in 
hearing loss. Joo et al (14) reported a case of gastric cancer 
manifesting as a solitary metastasis in the cerebellopontine 
angle that mimicked acoustic neuroma and caused hearing 

loss. In addition, a case of metastasis of gastric cancer to 
the internal auditory canal with multiple metastases to bone 
and liver has been previously reported (15). To the best of 
our knowledge, there are no reported cases of metastasis of 
Her-2- gastric cancer to temporal bone without the involve-
ment of other organs that only present with the symptom of 
hearing loss.

Temporal bone cancer accounts for <0.2% of all tumors 
involving the head and neck region (6). The majority of meta-
static temporal bone tumors tend to be asymptomatic, and 
it may cause a variety of symptoms (6). Lionello et al (16) 
reported the most common clinical findings of temporal 
bone cancer, including aural discharge (24-100%), bleeding 
(19-81%), hearing loss (2-75%) and facial nerve paresis 
(7-64%).

The most common primary malignancy affecting the 
temporal bone is breast cancer. Other sites of primary 
tumors include the thyroid gland, brain, lungs, prostate and 
blood (17). The most common site of involvement in the 
temporal bone is the petrous apex, followed by the tegmen 
tympani, mastoid bone and internal auditory canal (17). 
Han et al (15) hypothesized that the circulation in the marrow 
spaces of the petrous apex facilitates the deposition of tumor 

Figure 3. (A) Anterior and (B) posterior view of whole body bone scan, indi-
cating uptake in the left temporal bone.

Figure 2. Immunohistochemistry indicated positive staining for cytokeratin 7.

Figure 1. Hematoxylin and eosin-stained tissue section exhibiting gastric 
cancer with hyperchromatic nuclei and scant cytoplasm (magnification, 
x100).
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cells, which is unusual in pneumatized areas inflated by the 
tumor.

There are five possible patterns of tumor spreading 
from the primary site to the temporal bone (5,6,15,17): 
i) Hematogenous spreading; ii) directly spreading though the 

surrounding tissues; iii) spreading through the cerebrospinal 
fluid from an intracranial tumor; iv) leptomeningeal exten-
sion; and v) leukemic infiltration. Hematogenous spreading 
appears to be the most common route of tumor spreading, 

Figure 4. Bone scan of the skull revealed uptake in the left temporal bone. 
(A) ECT with corrected attenuation. (B) CT. (C) Fused CT and ECT images. 
CT, computed tomography; ECT, enhanced CT.

Figure 6. Magnetic resonance imaging identified a diffuse mass in the left 
temporal bone. The signal corresponding to the mass lesion displayed low 
intensity on T2-weighted images. (A) Transversal section. (B) Median sag-
ittal section.

Figure 5. Non-enhanced computed tomography of the temporal bone demon-
strated bony destruction in the left temporal bone.
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since it was responsible for 11 of the 12 cases reported in a 
previous study by Belal Jr (17). In the present case, the symptom 
of hearing loss may have been caused by direct invasion of the 
estrous apex through hematogenous spreading from the gastric 
cancer.

All patients with suspected temporal bone cancer should be 
subjected to a full neurologic evaluation, including hearing test, 
electronystagmography and cerebrospinal fluid examination, 
which may aid in the diagnosis of meningeal carcinoma (16). 
Radiological imaging, including high-resolution CT and 
contrast-enhanced MRI are of importance, since the anatomy 
of the temporal bone hinders physical examination (13). 
Contrast-enhanced MRI is capable of revealing the extent of the 
tumor and differentiating the tumor from non-neoplastic soft 
tissue, while CT scanning enables a reliable assessment of any 
invasion of the wall of the internal carotid artery canal, jugular 
bulb and otic capsule (13). The patient of the present case report 
underwent CT, MRI and bone scan, and was diagnosed with 
metastasis of gastric cancer to the temporal bone.

The prognosis of temporal bone carcinoma is associated with 
the stage of the tumor and the effectiveness of the primary treat-
ment (16). The recommend treatment for temporal bone cancer 
varies widely, and surgery, radiotherapy and chemotherapy 
should be all considered, depending on the performance status 
of the patient (6). There is previous evidence of systemic chemo-
therapy being effective in metastatic disease (6,16,18). Previous 
studies have reported that chemotherapy combined with 5-FU 
and cisplatin did not increase the survival rate of patients with 
temporal bone cancer, but resulted in an improved control of 
the pain in these patients (5,6,13). Furthermore, previous studies 
have reported a positive effect of radiotherapy for advanced 
(T2-T4, according to the Pittsburgh staging system) temporal 
bone malignancies (6,13).

In conclusion, metastatic tumor of the temporal bone with 
a history of Her-2- gastric cancer is rare. Radiological imaging, 
including MRI, CT, bone scan and positron emission tomog-
raphy-CT may aid to delineate the extent of metastases. 
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